Expert, integrated care for patients with trigeminal neuralgia, addressing both your physical and emotional needs

Advanced Treatment for Facial Pain

Our Facial Pain Program includes internationally recognized experts in the field who have advanced training in the very latest minimally invasive procedures used to treat TN.

Find out more at weillcornellbrainandspine.org/facial-pain-program or call one of our specialists to make an appointment.
At Mayfield, our approach to facial pain is grounded in compassion and personalized care.

Mayfield offers several treatment options for patients with trigeminal neuralgia, glossopharyngeal neuralgia, hemifacial spasm, and other types of facial pain.

- Gamma Knife radiosurgery
- Microvascular decompression surgery (MVD)
- Percutaneous stereotactic rhizotomy (PSR)

For more information, visit mayfieldclinic.com/trigeminal or call 513-221-1100 to make an appointment.

Elsie’s Story > https://bit.ly/Hope_Elsie

Mayfield’s Nationally Recognized Trigeminal Experts

Steven Bailey, MD  Vincent DiNapoli, MD, PhD  Yair Gozal, MD, PhD  George Mandybur, MD  Ronald Warnick, MD
It is wonderful to be able to depend on something or someone. It makes life so much easier.

In today’s world, it can feel like there are fewer and fewer things that are stable, dependable. Think of the number of times the word “unprecedented” is used these days. It is now commonly used to describe weather conditions, international relations, political divisions, supply chains, economic matters, pandemics, and so much more.

Fortunately, you can depend on the Facial Pain Association. Why are we an organization that you can depend on? The FPA has been continuously helping people in our community for more than 31 years. The FPA has full-time staff and over 100 trained volunteers standing ready to help you, including a world-class Medical Advisory Board. To provide you with the most accurate, up-to-date information, the FPA continues to build on the most comprehensive library of facial pain resources in the world, including studies, articles, webinars with medical experts, speeches by medical experts, and more to ensure that we provide the best information. In addition, the FPA hosts conferences - virtually in recent years - to help you learn what you need to know to best manage your condition. The FPA has approximately 30 Support Groups that meet either in person or virtually to provide information and support. The FPA has approximately 40 Peer Mentors ready to speak with you on a one-on-one basis. The FPA has many generous donors to ensure that we will be here for you for years to come if you need us. And more...

In other words, in a world of ever-accelerating changes, please take solace in knowing that you have a dependable, trusted partner standing ready to help with your facial pain challenge—undoubtedly a very important element of your life.

You should also know that, beyond everything mentioned that the FPA does to be a dependable partner to you, there are many other actions we are taking that may not be apparent to you at this time. Just two weeks ago, we added Dr. Beth Darnall, a Stanford University Pain Psychologist, to our Medical Advisory Board to help us deliver information about the mental health aspects related to chronic pain. This summer, the FPA will begin advertising directly to dentists to inform them of neuropathic facial pain conditions that do not benefit from dental procedures. Our goal for this effort is fewer people in our community being subjected to unnecessary tooth extractions and root canals. Later this year, the FPA plans to launch a patient registry so we can help collect vital information for those institutions conducting research to provide better medical solutions for our community. And more...

Almost every week, my wife and I say to each other, “Yep, the world’s crazy right now.” Maybe you’ve been thinking something similar. Please be comforted in knowing that when it comes to managing your facial pain condition, you have a solid, dependable, trusted partner in the FPA.

Sincerely,

David Meyers, Chairman of the Board
The Facial Pain Association
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A year ago, our Board of Directors sought to ‘reimagine’ the MAB to include clinicians whose focus was the treatment of chronic facial pain.

The organization, now called the Facial Pain Association, was born three decades ago at the kitchen table of an ambitious patient of Dr. Peter Jannetta, Claire Patterson. Dr. Jannetta had by then managed to overcome controversy and prove that tic douloureux was caused by vascular cross compression of the trigeminal nerve and that the optimal treatment was microvascular decompression.

Through their efforts and that of a small board of directors, patient support groups sprouted nationwide. Their goals were to educate patients with facial pain about this obscure entity and direct them to clinicians who were experts in its care. To that end, Dr. Jannetta formed a medical advisory board. It was composed of neurosurgeons that he identified as outstanding clinicians, teachers, and individuals who strove to advance the field with their peer-reviewed research.

At the first national conference, MAB members met in Cincinnati, Ohio, with the volunteer support group leaders to educate them on the status of the facial pain field and the nature of those procedures used to surgically treat TN. The leaders would then be better able to promulgate accurate and useful information at their regular local meetings.

At ensuing biannual national TNA conferences, patients were invited to attend. Many came to these conferences because they suffered from pain thought to be inoperable or a consequence of failures or complications of surgery.

Our evolution continued. Regional meetings were added to meet growing interest. To respond better to the diversity of patients in the facial pain community, the Trigeminal Neuralgia Association became the Facial Pain Association. This encouraged the inclusion of those whose pain could not be eliminated by surgery and straightforward medicine - patients with chronic, debilitating pain who increasingly benefitted from psychological concepts of pain control.

A year ago, our Board of Directors sought to “reimagine” the MAB to include clinicians whose focus was the treatment of chronic facial pain.

The addition of Beth Darnall, Ph.D., to our MAB begins this important transformation.

Dr. Darnall is a renowned psychologist and professor at Stanford University. She seeks to discover how harnessing the power of the mind to shape the demons of an injured nervous system can diminish pain. Her treatments empower those in pain to better control it and to limit their dependence on medications. The most innovative of her tools is the use of virtual reality. Mindful emphasis on pleasant experiences at times of pain exacerbation can be soothing. Virtual reality takes one a step beyond this. What if, by donning a 3D headset, you find yourself strolling on a virtual sun filled beach with a cooling breeze and the relaxing sounds of ocean waves splashing on the soft sand? When your pain is at its worst, you may no longer need to conjure such thoughts. Virtual reality transports you there.

Will that relieve your pain? Research suggests the possibility.

With Dr. Darnall’s appointment to our MAB, we hope to expand the ability of the Facial Pain Association to provide hope and healthfulness to the widest audience of patients who suffer from facial pain.
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Case

A 46-year-old otherwise healthy man presented with new onset facial pain triggered by nose blowing. The pain started in the right nostril and radiated above the eye. He was diagnosed with trigeminal neuralgia and had symptom resolution with gabapentin which was eventually tapered and discontinued. However, 1.5 years later the patient developed the episodes again with a frequency of >100 attacks per day lasting up to 10 seconds in duration. This time they were associated with redness and drooping of the eye as well as tearing on the same side of the face and were triggered by talking, eating, brushing his teeth, touching his face, and again by nose blowing. The patient tried the following medications which were either ineffective or not tolerated: carbamazepine, baclofen, gabapentin, intravenous DHE, indomethacin, and melatonin. The following medications reduced pain or frequency of attacks: lidocaine, extracranial nerve blocks, SPG block, and intravenous fosphenytoin. He was maintained on lamotrigine, lacosamide, and prednisone for preventive treatment of pain attacks, as well as high flow oxygen and oxycodone/acetaminophen for acute treatment of attacks.

As part of his evaluation, the patient underwent an MRI of the brain with and without contrast which showed a vascular loop contacting the right trigeminal nerve (Figure 1). After consultation with neurosurgery, the patient underwent microvascular decompression of this vascular loop. During surgery, he was found to have a classic superior cerebellar artery compression as well as venous compression of the trigeminal nerve. Following decompression, the patient was able to taper off all his medications and has remained pain free.

Figure 1. Blue arrow: Vein Red arrow: Superior cerebellar artery Yellow arrow: Trigeminal nerve root entry

“Tic or Tac” continued on page 6
Diagnosis of Facial Pain

Definitions of headache syndromes, including facial pain, are set forth by the International Classification of Headache Disorders. Short-lasting unilateral neuralgiform headache attacks with conjunctival injection and tearing (SUNCT) and Short-lasting unilateral neuralgiform headache attacks with autonomic symptoms (SUNA) are part of the Trigeminal Autonomic Cephalgias whereas trigeminal neuralgia (TN) is classified under Painful Lesions of the Cranial Nerves.

SUNCT and TN share triggers that cause irritation of the trigeminal nerve such as chewing, touching the face, or brushing teeth. TN is typically distinguished from SUNCT by its lack of associated cranial autonomic features and presence of a refractory period between attacks, during which time another attack cannot be triggered. However, these clinical limits that set one apart from the other are not always entirely clear since patients can have overlapping features of both disorders. Examples of cranial autonomic symptoms as well as the defining features of SUNCT, SUNA, and TN are outlined below.

**SUNCT:**
Sharp, stabbing, burning, or shocks typically in the V1 distribution of the fifth cranial nerve lasting up to 600 seconds.
- Associated with cranial autonomic symptoms, specifically conjunctival injection and tearing.
- Can occur in a saw-tooth pattern in which the pain still occurs in paroxysms but never returns to baseline.
- Frequency up to 600 times daily.
- No refractory period preventing recurrence of attacks one after another which may cause a saw-tooth pattern of painful flares.

**SUNA:**
Same defining features as SUNCT except it must only have one out of any of the cranial autonomic symptoms.

**Cranial Autonomic symptoms:**
- Conjunctival injection
- Lacrimation
- Nasal congestion and/or rhinorrhea
- Eyelid edema
- Forehead and facial sweating
- Miosis
- Ptosis

Table 1. Comparison of SUNCT/SUNA and TN

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>SUNCT/SUNA</th>
<th>TN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Patient Population</td>
<td>SUNCT – Men; SUNA – Women</td>
<td>Women</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ages</td>
<td>All Ages</td>
<td>Over middle age</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location</td>
<td>V₁</td>
<td>V₂, V₃</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency of attacks</td>
<td>Up to 600x/day</td>
<td>Variable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration of attack</td>
<td>Up to 600 seconds</td>
<td>Up to 120 seconds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cranial autonomic symptoms</td>
<td>Present</td>
<td>Absent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Refractory period</td>
<td>Absent</td>
<td>Present</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First line treatment</td>
<td>Lamotrigine, IV Lidocaine</td>
<td>Carbamazepine/Oxcarbazepine</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Classical Trigeminal Neuralgia:

- Facial pain on the same side as compression of the trigeminal nerve, often by an artery or vein
- Previously termed ‘tic douloureux’ due to the excruciating pain that causes facial grimacing
- Typically a paroxysmal electric shock-like or burning pain, more often in the 2nd or 3rd divisions of the fifth cranial nerve, lasting up to two minutes.
- Has a refractory period in which after one attack another attack cannot be triggered for a given amount of time.

Please refer to Table 1 for a comparative approach to SUNCT/SUNA and TN. For ease of comparison, SUNCT and SUNA have been combined. Please note the difference between these two conditions per their definitions.

Pathophysiology

SUNCT/SUNA are generally primary headache disorders, meaning that the pain arises directly from dysfunctional neurons in the brain, but can have secondary mechanisms such as loops vascular (a blood vessel that contacts the nerve) or other structural lesions in the brainstem (tumors, demyelination) which should be screened for with brain MRI if the diagnosis is suspected.

In contrast, classical TN is considered a secondary headache disorder and is typically caused by a vascular loop contacting cranial nerve V. However, a structural cause of TN is not always found.

Symptom Overlap

The diagnosis of SUNCT versus TN can be difficult to determine due to the similarities in symptomology. The presence of autonomic features can aid in the diagnosis of SUNCT/SUNA but tearing and eye redness have also been noted in TN. Some speculate that TN and SUNCT have significant disease overlap. Up to two thirds of suspected trigeminal neuralgia patients have been reported to have at least one cranial autonomic symptom, some of those patients more appropriately fitting a diagnosis of SUNCT/SUNA. In the disease course patients can then revert back to symptoms characteristic exclusively of TN. However, unlike SUNCT and SUNA, TN has a refractory period during which time it is near impossible to generate another attack. The presence of a refractory period can be difficult to ascertain clinically.

The spectrum of SUNCT/SUNA and TN may cause misdiagnosis due to overlapping features.

If there is uncertainty between which diagnosis is most appropriate, then both should be applied.

Treatment

Treatment for TN and/or SUNCT/SUNA starts with the use of an oral medication that is taken daily, typically borrowed from the anticonvulsant class of medications. First-line treatment for trigeminal neuralgia includes oxcarbazepine or carbamazepine. These medications block sodium channels and reduce pain signals from neurons. Lamotrigine, first line treatment for SUNCT/SUNA also blocks sodium channels as well as the release of other neurotransmitters that can propagate pain. The goal of these medications is to reduce the frequency and severity of pain attacks. Intravenous lidocaine can also be used for acute flares of pain associated with SUNCT/SUNA though this requires careful monitoring in an inpatient setting.

If a brain MRI demonstrates compression of the trigeminal nerve by a blood vessel or disruption of the nerve by another structural lesion such as tumor, a neurosurgeon should be consulted to determine if there are surgical options for pain relief.
Abbreviations:

SUNCT – Short lasting unilateral neuralgiform headache attacks with conjunctival injection and tearing.

SUNA – Short lasting unilateral neuralgiform headache attacks with cranial autonomic symptoms.

TN – Trigeminal neuralgia.

DHE – Dihydroergotamine.

SPG – Sphenopalatine ganglion.
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Disclaimer:
The FPA does not endorse any product, doctor, procedure, medical institution, or its staff.

Note from Medical Editor, Dr. Jeffrey Brown
When I injure the trigeminal nerve by the procedure of balloon compression rhizotomy, it is routine for me to check the eye ground on the side of surgery for a flushed red appearance. It is well known that there are autonomic effects from trigeminal nerve injury. Compressing the trigeminal nerve causes slowing or speeding of the heart rate and dropping or raising of the blood pressure depending on the site and severity of injury. The trigeminal nerve is intimately associated with the autonomic nervous system, though the precise neural pathway is not well defined.
Mission

Our mission is to serve those with neuropathic facial pain, including trigeminal neuralgia, through support, education, and advocacy.

Who We Are

The Facial Pain Association is the largest patient organization supporting all people affected by neuropathic facial pain, leading the world in resources for information and healthcare guidance. Through programs of education, personal support, and advocacy efforts, FPA supports patients, their loved ones and caregivers, and healthcare professionals who diagnose and treat people affected by facial pain.

FPA is volunteer-led and community-focused. Guiding the FPA is a volunteer Board of Directors and a Medical Advisory Board which is composed of experts in neurosurgery, neuroscience, pain management, dentistry, and mental health.

What We Do

We provide personalized support:

- Support Group Leaders offer a group forum for those in the facial pain community to experience an encouraging, sympathetic group in person, virtually, or in a combination of both.
- Peer Mentors offer one-on-one support by sharing their experiences and lending a compassionate ear by phone or email.
- Social Media Ambassadors use their voice on various social media platforms to actively, and positively promote what the FPA means to them.
- Special Projects Volunteers provide their expertise to assist with projects such as: translating materials, event planning, grant writing, patient advocacy, patient research advisory panels, and social media moderation.

We provide education:

FacePain.org includes the latest information about diagnosis, symptoms, treatment options, pain management, medication, mental health, doctor, and medical center information. Our website houses a library of educational webinars, medical articles, and links to a variety of additional helpful resources.

Webinars, Quarterly journals, and Bulletin updates provide ongoing information from top medical professionals, event notifications, research updates, and more.

We promote patient advocacy:

FPA is dedicated to creating a community that fosters collaboration through outreach to the medical community and supporting research efforts.

Social Media - FPA maintains an active Facebook Page, Facebook Group, and accounts on Twitter, Instagram, YouTube, and LinkedIn.

The FPA Young Patients Committee (YPC) recognizes the unique issues faced by people under age 40. YPC gives a voice to younger patients and raises awareness that neuropathic facial pain does not only affect older adults. YPC also has a Facebook Page and Instagram account.

Together, We Made a Difference

The 2021 Annual Report shares the story of how we made a difference through volunteering, learning, raising awareness, and investing in the facial pain community— together.
Small Acts of Kindness
Make Big Things Happen
By Regina Gore, FPA Volunteer Coordinator

Facial Pain Association volunteers regularly perform small acts of kindness that make big things happen. They are on the front lines of connecting those in need with support, education, and advocacy. Our volunteers make the mission of FPA happen. They make a larger community happen. Their acts of kindness allow the FPA to support and build community. In fact, it was Claire Patterson whose acts of kindness started the FPA 32 years ago. Claire has said her inspiration came from Dr. Peter Janetta, who was her surgeon and the pioneer of microvascular decompression surgery. Claire has, in turn, inspired hundreds of others to continue her work of supporting facial pain sufferers, their families, and loved ones.

Each act of kindness is a shining, precious gem dropped into a funnel adding to a mountain of kindness on the other end. Rubies. Sapphires. Emeralds. Diamonds. Each one perfect in itself and each one adding to a larger good.

If you listen closely, you can almost hear the plink of another gem drop when a volunteer answers the phone. The plink when a volunteer shares their story. Leads a group discussion. Plink. Posts a positive message on Facebook. Plink. Plink. Starts a new Support Group. Plink. Plink. Lends a sympathetic ear as someone cries. Plink. Plink. Plink. Each gem piling up until there is a mountain of kindness. Not to be secreted away and admired from time to time but to be shared so that each act of kindness may inspire another.

FPA volunteers are gems themselves just as much as their acts of kindness. Without their efforts, there would be no FPA. We are so very grateful to them for creating a community and furthering an organization dedicated to its support.

If you are interested in joining our wonderful corps of volunteers, please contact Regina Gore, Volunteer Coordinator, at rgore@facepain.org.

Read more about volunteering with the FPA at www.facepain.org.
Join us in thanking all FPA Volunteers for their dedicated service to the facial pain community.

Jeanne Tarullo Hays
Oxford, MS, Peer Mentor

When I was diagnosed with trigeminal neuralgia over twenty years ago, I felt like an alien. I had never heard of the condition, and nobody I knew had ever heard of it. Fortunately, my husband began furiously researching TN and came across the Trigeminal Neuralgia Association, now the Facial Pain Association, and I was thrown a lifeline in the form of information and reassurances. However, a peer mentor program did not exist at the time, so I was still isolated. How comforting it would have been to talk to someone who knew what I was going through, who had actually felt the invisible pain that I attempted to describe to family and friends. After a number of years on medications to control the pain albeit with their unique side effects, I discovered acupuncture which gave me back my life – no more drugs; no more pain.

A decade later, when given the opportunity to become a peer mentor, I gladly volunteered. Whenever I correspond with people desperate in their pain, I am so grateful that I can offer them hope and reassurance. I offer hope that life can improve and reassurance that they are not alone in their journey. Recently, I was able to correspond with a French speaker, using my skills as a retired French teacher. The confluence of my own experience with TN and my knowledge of a foreign language merged as a blessing. Connections are crucial for humans, particularly when they are vulnerable, and I am honored to be able to be an instrument of connectivity.

FPA welcomes volunteers from varied backgrounds, life experiences, and medical histories. No specific skills, educational background, or experiences are required. Potential volunteers are asked to complete an application and screening process. FPA provides training, educational opportunities, and ongoing support. If you are interested in volunteering please contact Regina Gore, Volunteer Coordinator, rgore@facepain.org.
An awkward silence eleven years ago prompted me to volunteer to co-lead the FPA St. Louis Support Group. Three months after joining the support group, the leader announced he was stepping down, and it looked as if no one was stepping forward. Finally, I decided to take the plunge, but only if someone would co-lead. Sharon Whitener raised her hand, and together we have been leading the group ever since.

I was recently asked to lead a special topic support group session at the 2022 FPA Conference. I chose the topic of tumors and facial pain due to my personal experience of having a meningioma as the cause of my facial pain. During the session, someone asked why there couldn’t be an ongoing support group for people with tumors affecting or causing their facial pain. As a result of that session, a new support group was born. I agreed to get things started as the leader, and we began meeting every two months. It is a small but important group that we hope to grow as the word gets out.

“Our conditions are rare, and it’s important that we stick together, support each other, and reach others with similar experiences.”

Vince Holtmann
St. Louis, MO, Support Group Co-leader

Support Group Leaders (SGL) & Peer Mentors (PM) by US State

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>SGL</th>
<th>PM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AZ</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CA</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FL</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GA</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IN</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KY</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MD</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MI</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MN</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MO</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NJ</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NV</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NY</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OH</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OR</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RI</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TN</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TX</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WI</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Support Group Leaders (SGL) & Peer Mentors (PM) by Country

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>SGL</th>
<th>PM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BRAZIL</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CANADA</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UK</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Photo top left: Fishing is my passion – find me in my boat and on the water with a beautiful fish.

Photo bottom right: My wife Ann and me at the wedding reception we had for my daughter three years ago.
My name is Christine Cohen, and I have trigeminal neuralgia, occipital neuralgia, Eagle’s Syndrome, and Arnold Chiari malformation. Each one of these medical conditions is considered rare. During my search for answers and treatment, I often felt alone, frustrated, and inadequate.

The responses I received to questions posted on social media came from complete strangers, but they still took the time to offer suggestions, advice, or even just words of support. These were such small gestures, but knowing that I was not alone and having a community to turn to meant quite a lot to me. I was able to use the advice given to me to research my symptoms and better educate myself as a patient. I know firsthand that any small gesture like this can make a large impact, but none have stuck with me more than the connection I made with a fellow patient through an online support group.

In 2011, I was struggling with new, unexplained symptoms when I read about TN. One woman took the time to reach out to me privately. She told me about her experience with TN and described her path to a diagnosis as well as her treatment. After that, we began communicating regularly. She was always available to answer my questions and offer suggestions regarding communication with my doctors. As she had already undergone a successful MVD procedure, she was able to provide me with important information regarding this surgery.

Her perspective as a patient who had a successful MVD made me feel more confident in my decision to undergo the same procedure. Her support during my recovery was invaluable. Being able to converse with someone who knew exactly what I was going through and exactly how I would feel after surgery made all the difference in the world.

In all our conversations, I tried to impress upon her how grateful I was that she took the time to talk to me. Every time, she insisted she was happy to do what she considered a small thing and that no thanks were necessary. While she may not have thought she was doing very much, her advice and support really changed my life.

I now have the opportunity to make those small gestures, like taking a phone call from a patient or hosting the Support Group Meetings, that can hopefully make a big impact.

“Throughout the years, I found some of the best information and advice not from the medical community but from people who have the same conditions as I do.”

“Her efforts inspired me to become a Peer Mentor and Support Group Leader with the Facial Pain Association so that I have the chance to do for someone else what she did for me.”

Christine Cohen
Atlanta, GA, Peer Mentor and Support Group Leader
Stephanie Blough joined the FPA Young Patients Committee in October of 2014 and became chair in 2017.

Stephanie reflects on her time as YPC Chair, saying that “as a group under my leadership, we all worked on things together, but I am proud that we have worked/been a part of every conference the FPA has held since New York in 2014, making sure we sponsored young patients to attend these events too. We have represented the FPA at several community events across the US, created the YPC Academic Scholarship, written articles for the FPA Quarterly Journal, created multiple fundraising efforts, especially with our Etsy store, made over 600 masks through the pandemic, and have an official YPC support group for those under 40 now.”

FPA is very thankful to Stephanie for her impact and is excited to welcome Lindsey Thacker and Kenzie Winslow as new co-chairs!

On the following pages are ten books (listed in no particular order!) that have helped us through our experience with trigeminal neuralgia and chronic illness. Each of these books has helped us improve our outlook on life and also in choosing friends who uplift and support us. We hope that you find answers and joy in one of these books. Happy reading!

FPA YPC announces new co-chairs and extends gratitude to Stephanie Blough for her years of service

Stephanie Blough  Lindsey Thacker  Kenzie Winslow

4,800+ Followers across social media

50+ FPA YPC members sharing happy notes via mail

Happy Mail

@youngpatients  @youngpatients  @youngpatients  @tealribboncrafts
The Book of Joy by Dalai Lama, Desmond Tutu and Douglas Carlton Abrams

The Book of Joy focuses on how to find joy amidst times of suffering. As those who live with chronic pain, this can be a question we thought we might never find the answer. Though we understand real suffering because of our chronic pain, this book also shows you to relate to those around you who are going through different forms of suffering. Find friends who are willing to listen and understand what you are experiencing, then find ways together to look for joy.

Striking Back by George Weigel and Kenneth F. Casey, M.D.

Striking Back provides a comprehensive look at trigeminal neuralgia and tips from other chronic pain patients on how to cope with chronic pain. Though this book is more of a handbook for life with trigeminal neuralgia, it provides valuable insight on how to live life with chronic pain, rather than letting chronic pain rule your life. If your friends are struggling to understand your experience with chronic pain, choose a chapter or two from this book to begin to understand. Choosing friends who want to understand is an integral part of life with chronic illness - you want to surround yourself with people who will support you and who are willing to learn.

Guts by Raina Telgemeier

This book is a graphic novel that dramatizes the author’s fears and anxieties about her chronic illness, but it also focuses on her triumph over those fears. This book also destigmatizes the use of therapy to understand your personal experience with chronic illness. Guts is an excellent read for children with chronic diseases. It primarily focuses on the use of healthy childhood friendships to overcome fears and anxieties. Telgemeier uses imagery to emphasize the importance of friendship throughout a chronic pain experience.

Tales of a Spoonie Warrior by Saidee Wynn

Wynn uses a collection of short essays to describe the highs and lows that come with living with chronic illness. She uses humor and honesty to portray what life is like accurately. When choosing friends to have in your inner circle of confidants, you want someone willing to hear about the highs and the lows of your life. This book shows one way in which you can share your own experience with those closest to you. Allow your friends to see the lower side of life with trigeminal neuralgia and allow them to help you. It can be scary to share those intimate snapshots of living with chronic illness, but a true friend will help you.
The Courage to be Disliked
by Ichiro Kishimi and Fumitake Koga
One of the hardest parts of living with a chronic illness is the societal expectation of being always “okay.” This book challenges that ideal and encourages you to live life authentically - to do what makes you happy. You can never please everyone in life, so you need to live for yourself. Life with a chronic illness means you may have to do things differently from others, but it doesn’t make you do things any less relevant or meaningful. Find friends who push you to live authentically and are excited to try new ways of doing things!

Girl, Wash Your Face
by Rachel Hollis
A self-help book full of real-life insight and Hollis’s self-deprecating humor means you feel like you’re talking to a friend. Hollis wants to show you how to become who you are meant to be rather than focusing on the lies you believe about yourself. This book teaches you how to count the positives in life, even the small ones, and start to see how they can add up to make significant changes in your life. Girl, Wash Your Face would be an excellent book to read with a friend to help each other focus on all of the positives in life.

Surviving and Thriving with an Invisible Chronic Illness
by Ilana Jacqueline
We all know living with a chronic illness is challenging enough, but when our pain is invisible, we can be left isolated and alone. Jacqueline writes about real-world examples of people who face invisible illnesses daily. With so many real-world cases, this book can begin to help you feel less isolated in your experience. Because our friends and family cannot always see the pain we are in, they may not still understand the severity of what we are feeling. The friends you surround yourself with should be willing to learn about the invisible aspect of trigeminal neuralgia, and this book can help you shape your experience into words.

Everything I Need to Know I Learned from Mister Rogers’ Neighborhood
by Melissa Wagner
Everyone knows Mister Rogers, and this book compiles all of the wisdom he shared over the years. From seeing the good in ourselves to seeing the good in the world, this book reminds us that there is much to celebrate in life. Remember: you are special, and all kinds of feelings are okay.

The Boy, The Mole, The Fox, and the Horse
by Charlie Mackesy
A story of four unlikely friends who share one unbreakable bond, this book reminds us that though we may all look different, we are all the same inside. Mackesy uses universal truths and wisdom to celebrate our differences. Our friends might not always experience life the same way that we do, but they can still be there to share in our successes. Full of short, but profound conversations between friends, this book provides hope.

Happy
by Fearne Cotton
We often live in a state of confusion and pain, but Cotton wants her readers to know that they are not alone. She uses her personal experiences with feelings of isolation and sadness to relate to her readers. Her stories, when paired with expert advice, offer practical ways to find happiness in the mundane moments of life. Just like Cotton’s book reminds us, many people experience feelings of sadness too often, which is vital for us to remember. As much as we need our friends to be there for us, we must also be there for them. Friendship such as this will create lasting feelings of happiness and companionship.

“With the help of FPA, I am on the right path to the way of freedom and understanding...a sweet path at that.”
— Janet
More than 1,300 people from 6 continents and 26 countries participated in the 2022 FPA Conference—the largest educational event in FPA’s history.

“…thanks a lot. I look forward to next year.” — Vanessa

2022 FPA Conference

Your generosity not only allowed us to keep the cost of admission low, but also provided complimentary admission to 144 attendees who reached out to us for support.
Find a Doctor

The Facial Pain Association is privileged to have the guidance of the Medical Advisory Board composed of experts in neurosurgery, neuroscience, pain management, dentistry, and mental health.

If you have facial pain, it is important to find the best doctor for you who knows about your condition. Although we do not recommend specific doctors, you may start your search with the facial pain experts on our Medical Advisory Board and the Find a Doctor list on our website at:

www.facepain.org/find-support/find-a-doctor

Please note that the doctors on our Find a Doctor list pay a fee to be listed on our website; FPA does no independent examination of the professional qualifications, education, experience or other credentials of those with whom we have linked, the validity or suitability of the services or products they offer, or of the accuracy of the content of the linked sites.

Listing on this site does not constitute an FPA endorsement of any physician, surgeon, medical procedure, medical institution, or its staff.

FPA’s New Website

In 2021, we launched our new website, www.FacePain.org, which houses all of our webinars, Quarterly journals, upcoming support groups, and more. As we envisioned, the website is faster, easier to navigate, and more accessible, with up-to-the-minute information available at your fingertips.

“What an absolutely wonderful website you have...I am so grateful I found your group.”
— Michelle

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Website users</th>
<th>Bulletins emailed</th>
<th>Facebook Group Members</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>50,000+</td>
<td>500,000+</td>
<td>17,000+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quarterly journals mailed</th>
<th>Webinar/Facebook Live registrants</th>
<th>Calls for information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10,000+</td>
<td>1,700+</td>
<td>2,500+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Facial Pain: A 21st Century Guide

Thanks to the tremendous generosity of our donors, we have provided a complimentary copy of Facial Pain: A 21st Century Guide to more than 100 people in need.

If you know someone in need, please call the FPA office at 800-923-3608 or email info@facepain.org to request a copy.

“This year I had the opportunity to help provide education to people who would otherwise not be able to purchase FPA’s book. My gift continues to enlighten the path for people living with facial pain, and you too can make an impact.”
— David Meyers

2021 FPA Webinars

The 2021 FPA webinar series, based on topics from our book Facial Pain: A 21st Century Guide, had more than 1,700 registrants and has been viewed more than 3,000 times.

All FPA webinars are free and available in our library at www.facepain.org/tag/webinars

2021 FPA Bulletins

More than 500,000 FPA Bulletins were received by the facial pain community in 2021.

You can receive the latest facial pain news, upcoming events, and information in your inbox when you sign up at www.facepain.org/sign-up/
The Facial Pain Association is committed to providing access to everyone suffering from neuropathic facial pain regardless of diagnosis, age, or needs. In 2021 we chose a new logo that honors our legacy while communicating our ongoing commitment to inclusion. To further align with this goal, we expanded Trigeminal Neuralgia Awareness Day to Facial Pain Awareness Month, kicking off on October 1, 2021.

Anne Ciemnecki has been committed to facial pain awareness for over 20 years. She is a third-generation woman with trigeminal neuralgia, preceded by her mother and grandmother who both had TN. In 2021, she took her facial pain awareness to the next level - turning Facebook teal by using a trigeminal neuralgia profile picture, adding teal highlights to her hair, and getting a teal ribbon tattoo behind her right ear. The inspiration for the tattoo came from Anne’s friend Susie, a fellow member of the facial pain community and one of Anne’s many connections she’s made through spreading awareness.

Anne has a true passion for raising awareness and supporting others on their facial pain journeys. She says: “I always find someone who knows someone with TN, and I can educate them about the condition. The best scenario is when I meet someone with undiagnosed facial pain, and I can direct them to resources. My overarching message is that TN is not easy to live with, but living a complete, productive life of your own definition is possible.”
You Educated Your Community

Throughout October, you shared facts about facial pain and promoted grassroots awareness events.

You Shared Your Story

“For those who may not know, I suffer from a rare condition called trigeminal neuralgia and the FPA helps patients like myself…”

@caitdevon

You Turned Facebook Teal

You raised awareness, sharing FPA’s announcement of Facial Pain Awareness Month more than 300 times, and reaching more than 35,000 people.

Community of Collaboration

Association of Migraine Disorders
Biohaven Pharmaceuticals
Cleveland Clinic
Coalition for Headache & Migraine Patients
Mayo Clinic
Migraine World Summit
Noema Pharma
NSPC Brain & Spine Surgery
Rare Disease Day
Stanford Medicine
TMJ Association
U.S. Pain Foundation

Reach/Impressions: 904,000+
Likes/Follows: 15,000+
Reactions: 18,000+
Shares/Retweets: 3,900+
Comments/Mentions: 2,000

Reach/Impressions measures the people who see FPA’s content.
Likes/follows measures the people who support FPA on social media.
Reactions measures engagement with FPA’s content.
Shares/Retweets measures the amplification of FPA’s content.
Comments/Mentions measures interactions with FPA content.
A few months ago, I visited my dentist, who is familiar with neuropathic facial pain. Near the beginning of the appointment, she introduced a student who would be assisting. As they began, I could feel my heart beating faster and my shoulders tensing as I anticipated the strike of pain from the jet of cool water. But then I heard my dentist ask the student if she was familiar with trigeminal neuralgia. Immediately, I felt a wave of reassurance wash over me. My dentist began to teach her about the symptoms and how to minimize discomfort during dental care. In that moment, I realized that this is where change takes place. It is during these moments when medical professionals are educated.

As I left my appointment with gratitude, my heart was also heavy, knowing many have not had a similar experience. I joined the FPA staff in 2020 because of my passion to reduce the suffering of others living with facial pain. One theme that jumped out at me time and time again during the 2022 FPA conference was participants asking questions such as, “How can I get my doctor to connect with FPA?” or “How can my doctor become more educated about the information being discussed?” After the conference, the FPA staff and Board of Directors discussed lessons learned and committed to increasing our efforts around educating the medical and dental communities. As I reflected on the conference and my personal experience from a month earlier, it became clear that to do so, we need to reach one by one, doctor by doctor, until everyone with facial pain is surrounded and supported by better educated healthcare professionals.

As patients, we discover early in this journey that we must become our own self advocate. This requires searching for the correct diagnosis, and finding a doctor who will partner with us to find the right balance to reduce pain and minimize side effects. Having facial pain can feel very lonely. Individually, there is only so much we can accomplish, but we are not alone.
Brandi Underwood, diagnosed in 2018 with trigeminal neuralgia, is pictured with her family.

The Facial Pain Association enables us to combine our individual efforts into a collective voice. As we strive for a greater quality of life for all people with facial pain, we will accomplish more together than we ever can alone.

Whether you suffer from facial pain or love someone who does, you can make a difference by helping us reach the medical community. FPA is committed to this work, and we invite you to share your doctor’s contact information so that we can reach out and invite them to connect with us. Please email info@facepain.org and include your name and your doctor’s information.

Thank you for joining me in this mission,

Brandi Underwood
FPA Marketing and Communications Manager

Give to FPA with Confidence
The Facial Pain Association (FPA), formerly known as the Trigeminal Neuralgia Association (TNA), is a registered non-profit, 501(c)(3) volunteer organization founded in 1990.
www.FacePain.org

The Facial Pain Association received a “Give with Confidence” Encompass rating from Charity Navigator
Charity Navigator is America’s largest charity evaluator, rating nearly 200,000 nonprofits and equipping donors with tools to make informed, impactful donations.

The Encompass Rating System is a comprehensive evaluation tool that analyzes nonprofit performance based on four key indicators.
- Finance & Accountability
- Impact & Results
- Leadership & Adaptability
- Culture & Community

The Facial Pain Association earned GuideStar’s 2021 Gold Seal of Transparency
GuideStar is the world’s largest source of information on nonprofit organizations. It gathers and provides access to the most comprehensive, up-to-date, and accurate nonprofit information available. GuideStar’s mission is to revolutionize philanthropy by providing information that advances transparency, enables users to make better decisions, and encourages charitable giving. GuideStar is a 501(c)(3) public charity.
Together, We Invested in the Facial Pain Community

2021 Sources of Revenue

- Donations 80.9%
- Investment Income 1.1%
- Conference 1.9%
- Sale of Material 1.6%
- Advertisement 1.5%
- YPC 0.5%
- PPP Loan Forgiveness 6.2%
- Professional Membership 6.3%

2021 Expenses

- Programs 70%
- Support Services 7%
- Fundraising 23%

2021 Levels of Giving

Every support group, every webinar, every phone call, and email of support is made available through the generosity of people like you.

Scan to give at facepain.org
The Sustainer Circle is an incredible community of monthly givers who help ensure that FPA meets our mission of support, education, and advocacy of the facial pain community.

Jerry Adkins
William Albert
Heidi Battistini
Carol Berardi
Cynthia Bennett
Susan Blowers
Jennifer Byram
Joey Callahan
Luanne Crawford-Richey

Daniel Desmedt
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Stephen Fleming
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Margaret Gallo
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Kelly Glass
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Charles Graham

Treana Hansen
Sherry Henseler
Warren Huss
Ally Kubik
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Audrey Martinuzzi
Arthur Matson
Angelique McAlpine
Frank Moreno
Laura Ortiz

Evan Parpar
Joseph Scheuchenzuber
Jeanne Tarullo Hays
Brandi Underwood
Candace Walkup
Kathleen Warren
Lynn Wendell
Linda Wilson
Cynthia Woods

If you would like more information on joining the FPA Sustainer Circle, please call 800-923-3608 or email Brandi at bunderwood@facepain.org.
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“This organization has led me to many outstanding options to help with my years of facial pain struggles, I am so grateful.”
—Beth
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“I am so much more informed especially about the support from FPA. I don’t feel so alone.”
— Sara
“I am only sorry I didn’t find FPA many years ago. I truly feel cared about.”
— Dianne
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“You may not have eliminated all my pain, but you have made a big difference in my life.”
—Gloria
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Joanne A. Thompson
Terri Tibbatts
Betty Tolles
Steven Tonkinson
Nancy Trent
Carol A. Trombley
Joyce Tyler
Helen Tyzack, PhD
Kevin VanCaster
Theresa Victor
Valerie Visnage
Beth Vogel
Barbara VonKlemperer
Ann Voynow
Rebecca Wagner
Anne Walsh
Jeff Walters
Mary Waltuck
Rebecca M. Washburn
Charles Watson
Janet Weber
Lindsay Weismiller
Wells Fargo Community Support
Nancy Westlake
Mark Wethli
Delores G. Williams
Sandra Winter, PhD
Amy Winterscheidt
Janice Witkowski
Karim M. Woeste
Sandra Wylie
Linda Yamamura
Nyit Yong
Ann Young-Jaffe
Suzanne Zimmerman

“Something really special is happening at FPA and it is thrilling to be a part of it.”
— Michele

Friend
Carmine Adamcin
Larry Anewalt
Marne Angarola
Terry Angel
Rita Aron
Jason Ayers
Robert Barnes
Donor Acknowledgements
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Charles Beaudoin
Ellen Berg
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Jim Black
Susan Blowers
Thomas Borda
Warren Bosman
Elizabeth M. Boyea
Sherry Buhler
Gladys L. Bull
Michael A. Burgess
Joseph V. Butler
Linda Carey
May Carmean
Mary Carter
Kan Kim Chang
Frank Chiminello
Joyce Chunias
Cathrynne Claudio
Una Clausen
David W. Clayton
Sara Clement
Angie Coleman
Jeffrey Colvin
Bertha M. Crane
Tom Crawford
Grant Crawley
Kathy Crews
Carol Ann Crow
Mary Lynne Cuervo
Steve & Mary Lu Cummings
Jaquelynn H. Dahlstrom
Valerie Daly
James Denny
Hosanna Derderian
Anthony Di Bona
Carole J. Duckworth
Mollie H. Eaton
Elizabeth Emanuel Krolczyk
Rose Enloe
Peter Fiero
Denver Fox
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Gina Glaze
Carole Green
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Kristin L. Griffin
Marlene Grimes
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Rita Halverson
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Lisa A. Harvey-Cicione
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Donald Hoblit
Marilyn A. Homoki
Maryam Hossein
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Katherine Ihde
Terry Irwin
Inger Johnson
Joann Johnson
Judith V. Kane
Caroline Kilpatrick
James T. King
Faith F. Klein
Steven & Mary Ellen M. Kresher
Robert Krinkie
Elizabeth P. Kristel
Carlin R. Lagrutta
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Sylvia T. Leahy
Rochelle Levin
Kenneth Leyerle
Judith A. Libbey
Michael D. Linksy
Relda E. Lockwood
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John Madiara
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Ellen Malessa
Joseph & Tania Manner
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Patricia L. Marco
Giovina Margiotta
Anedina Martinez
Ron Mason
Patricia Maston
Brigitte McDonald
Patricia McGovern
James & Shirley L. McGrath
Constance D. McMurray
Dianne McPharlin
John & Virginia D. McQuarrie
Mike & Antoinette Mercurio
Voncille Meyer
Clare Mezzanotte
Melissa Miller
Bonnie L. Mills
Theresa Mills
Michael & Marie Moller
Maria Monteleone
Anne Moore
Leland S. Moore, Jr.
Frank Moreno
John Morrow
Andria Myers
Sandra Naylor
Marie & Maurice Noelisch
Melvin Norman
Sheila Parker
Evan Parpar
Jennie Patterson
E. Madonna Peachey
Freddie Peaco
Rosemary Peter
Amanda Pirot
Margaret Protico
Belsora Puckett
Anthony Rapacchia
Beth Rector
Jeannette Reese
Shannon Reich
Trizdon Reynolds
Shonda Roberts
Mohamed Salem
Lynn Sallee
Marlene K. Saunders
Kathleen Scanlon
Abby H. Scherr
Joanne Schwebach
Scopelitis Law Firm
Susan Sgarlata
Wallace & Mari Shimabukuro
Rick Shoemaker
Mike Siegfried
Mary Ann Silvestro
Alexander Simpton
Cheryl Smith
Sally Smithers
Linda Solberger
Robin Spence
Alex Steele
Pauline Stephens
Richard Stoll
Sherry L. Streit
Mary T. Strum
Jeremy A. Szabo
Chris Tashjian
Tracy Tata
Howard Techau
Solveig Thompson
Maryann P. Toti
Mary Ann Treacy
Martha E. Tucker
Nancy B. Tucker
Barbara Turczyn
Azi Turturici
Rafaelina Urbeaz
Bettie Villarreal
Gwynedella Walker
Cathy Walters
Lillian Wechsler
Joyce Wells
Kay Wetzel
Liz Wojtyszyn
Jedda Wong
Carol Young
Linda Zacarias
Susan Zeman

“The FPA has been my information center for half of my life. Thank you FPA for being here for me, all of these years.”

— Abby
Honorary and Memorial Tributes

The Facial Pain Association is grateful to our generous donors whose gifts serve to honor special people in their lives, commemorate milestone events, or memorialize the legacy of those who have passed. The following donors made tribute gifts between January 1, 2021 and December 31, 2021.*

### Honorary Tributes

Alexandra Abramson  
Adele Abramson  
Claude Aldridge  
Kathleen Warren  
All Facial Pain Sufferers  
Raymond McCord  
Linda Smith  
All the TN Kids  
Christine Churchill  
Melissa Anchan & Family  
FPA Staff  
Louis Angarola  
Marie Angarola  
Tyler Bandtell  
Laura Ortiz  
Garnet Schulz  
Amy Beyerl  
Elizabeth Emanuel Kroczyk  
Amanda Brinson  
Susan Blowers  
Dr. Jeffrey Brown  
Arlene Cherney  
Janet McConnell  
Deda Burkhalter  
Norman Burkhalter  
Peter Carlstrom  
Mariana Carlstrom  
Dr. Kenneth Casey  
Tina Grimm  
Donald Hansen  
Kathy LaForest  
Dr. Kenneth Casey my teacher  
Dr. Raymond Sekula  
Dr. Jonathan Chilton  
Georgia Loechser-Junge  
Carolyn Self Chisholm  
William Self  
Beverley Christensen  
Beverley & Robert Christensen  
Anne Ciemencki  
Jill Brennan  
Brian Ciemencki  
David Ciemencki  
Catherine Jane O’Neil Costello  
Janet O’Neil  
Tyler Costello  
Kimi Skokin  
Bob D’Agostino  
Dorinda D’Agostino  
Angela DiPrimo  
Rich & Sophia DiPrimo  
Lisa East  
Shannon Crawford  
Crystal Everwynne  
Jess Perry  
FPA for help when first diagnosed  
Zelma Greenstein  
Dhun Gandhi  
Freddy Gandhi  
Meryl & Steve Gassman on the marriage of their daughter Rachel  
Susan Raphaelson  
Dr. Jordan Grabel  
Peter Fallon  
Reggie Gross  
Steven Tonkinson  
Katie Rose Hamilton  
Irene Fulk  
Megan Hamilton  
Meredith Curry Hedrick  
Katherine Curry  
Cindy Hixenbaugh  
Ken Kohl  
Linda Hochstein  
Browyn Cowell  
Jim & Andrea Hodkey & Family  
Alice Leone  
Nina Hurbutt  
Carol Young  
Daniella Z. Johnson  
Henry Zentgraf  
Kansas City MO FPA  
Support Group  
Claude & Jean Aldridge  
Cynthia Bennett  
Candace Walkup  
Caroline Kilpatrick  
Caroline Kilpatrick  
Mary Jane Kroz  
Dianne McPharlin  
Barry Kushner  
Paula Rosenfeld  
Isabella Lagrego  
Lisa Lagrego  
Carlin Lagrutta  
Carole Green  
Dr. David Langer  
Jeremy Szabo  
Dayna Lawlor  
Richard Maggio  
Dr. Thomas Lovely  
Dorothy Kellher  
Effie Elaine Lowing  
Ruth Lowing  
John G. Maciulla  
Jane Maciulla  
Maria Martinuzzi  
Audrey Martinuzzi  
Linda Matson  
Arthur Matson  
James McGrath  
James & Shirley McGrath  
My daughter Josephine  
Giovina Margiotta  
Myself  
Linda Burnham  
Barbara Murray  
Stacey Nason  
Austin Decker  
Dr. Allan Newman  
Joanne Thompson  
Carol Noellsch  
Marie & Maurice Noellsch  
Nancy Oscarson's retirement from FPA  
Brandi Underwood  
Dr. Joseph Parpala  
Mary Butcher  
Dr. Robert Parrish & Staff  
Joe & Tatiana Christian  
Dr. Raymond Sekula  
Kerry Dineen  
Cynthia Okeson  
Faye Self  
Geraldine First United Methodist Church  
Mary Anne Sgarlata  
Susan Sgarlata  
Amerina Spence  
Shannon Reich  
Dr. Katherine Standley  
Arthur Schwartz  
Sophia Tatton  
Charlene Churchill  
Michael R. Taylor  
Robert & Judy Taylor  
The Facial Pain Association  
Elizabeth Lerner  
Pat & Amy Tomasulo  
Nicole Ferguson  
Larry Vena’s Mom  
James Koehler  
Lisa Vitale  
Scopelitis Law Firm  
Douglas Weeks  
Kelley Weeks  
Dr. Richard Zimmerman  
Shera Farnham  
Wayne & Elaine Retzlaff  
Member  
James Carson  
Sara Paul Interval  
Jane Ross Mercier  
Monica Karen Pedersen-Bayus  
June & Nancy Nancy Robinson  
Robin Alex Steele  

### Memorial Tributes

Hope Albert  
William Albert  
Travis Gregory  
Angela Rodger  
Linda Anchan  
Allison Feldman  
Flora C. Ardito  
Marianne Ardito  
Phyllis Basehore  
Jason Ayers  
Kristen Basehore  
Robert Basehore  
Deborah Lutz  
William Prazenica  
Kathryn Sattazahn  
Kathy Smith  
Pamela Boone  
Richard Boone  
Sherry Henseler  
Frank & Muriel Borello  
Patricia Foggin  
Ed Brandes  
Susan Raphaelson  
Michael Cohen  
Judith Cohen  
Mary L. Cuervo  
Mary Cuervo  
Katherine Babson Denny  
James Denny  
Dr. Bressler’s Mother  
Susan Raphaelson  
Bessie Elledge  
Loretta Lockett  
Charles “Chuck” Everts  
Carol Kirkbride  
Stevan Farris  
Kathleen Frew  
Wayne Fig  
Trizdon Reynolds
Shirley Fuchsberg
Susan Raphaelson
Rabbi Robert Goldenberg
Susan Raphaelson
Melvin Goldstein
Jerome Newman
Joseph Gosule
Susan Raphaelson
Dr. Steven Graff-Radford
Nancy Latimer
Lewis & Mary Green
Delores Williams
Marilyn Griffith
Sheryl Forney
Grace Hom
Lisa Treske
Lucille Guith
Thomas Guith
Patty Harmer
Rohn Harmer
Dr. Peter Janetta
Joanne Carter
Tina Grimm
Michael Logan
Melissa Smith
Kim Johnson
Clark Stevens
Connor Joos
Elena Joos
Robert Joos
Masako “Martha” Kawano
Alan & Diane Kawano
Aleena Okada
Wade Kimball, Jr.
Kay Kimball
Harriet Kravetz, my mother
Sandra Kravetz
Nickie T. Kroslow
Carol Kroslow
Harriet Krugel
Jordan Krugel
Marilyn Lanctot
L. Paul Lanctot
Marguerite Lapointe
Norma Lapointe
Jane MacEachern
Kathleen Scanlon
Stephanie Strem
Jean Lenore Gaylord Mason
Josiah Mason
Jackie Mason
Susan Raphaelson
Dorothy McConaghy
Dorothy Rainwater
Frank McLaughlin
Mary Kate Jensen
Mary E. McLaughlin
Mary Kate Jensen
Nancy Mitchell
Terri Tibbatts
Dr. Ahmad Molhtarzadeh
Fatemeh Golshan
My Brother
Susan Raphaelson
Ann Nietfeld
Deb Lanier
Mary Nikitopoulos
Robbi Stokes
Nick Ouzounis
Kathleen Somers
Harvey & Selma Packer
Jane Gerber
Jerline Peters
Connie Thomas
Eileen Phillips
John Konczyk
Jane Phillips
Sandra Wylie
Sally Rabin
Susan Raphaelson
Michael Rapacchia
Anthony Rapacchia
Gary Scott Redwine
Madeline Redwine
Mary Rinne
Jeffrey Colvin
JH Group Inc.
Joseph and Tania Manner
The Hen House Inc.
Anthony Rubinelli
Jerome Newman
Emmy Schallhorn
Beth Vogel
Mary Schlembach
Suzanne Mills
Theresa Mills
Gerald Spangler
Krista Marie Schulte
Cameron Claire
Mike Itzin
Ruth and Daniel Sherred
Paul Schulte
Sharon Schulte
Jim Scott
Andria Myers
Nell Scribner
Genevieve Lenda
Thomas Short
Kristin Griffin
Russ Sjaarda
V. Sunny Sjaarda
Bronwen Stimpert
Mary Strum
Miriam Studenberg
Elayne Studenberg
Steven Sukoff
Susan Raphaelson
Joyce A. Switezter
Stanley Switezter
Grace Timblin
Charles Timblin
Irina Tonon
Margaret Tonon
Ronald J Victor
Theresa Victor
Arthur E. Wermann
Barbara Pagliocca
Elaine Zerdin
Susan Raphaelson
Miles Norma & Bud Zisson
James Zisson

*Every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy and completeness of this list. We regret any errors or omissions that may have occurred. If you see something incorrect, please email info@facepain.org.
### Sponsors

#### Signature Professional Members

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AdventHealth Neuroscience Institute</th>
<th>Jefferson Health</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Christopher E. Baker, MD</td>
<td>David W. Andrews, MD, FACS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melvin Field, MD</td>
<td>James J. Evans, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ravi Gandhi, MD</td>
<td>Robert H. Rosenwasser, MD, FACS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Rosen, MD</td>
<td>Ashwini D. Sharan, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Witcher, MD, PhD, FAANS</td>
<td>Stephen D. Silverstein, MD, FACP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carilion Clinic</td>
<td>Marind A. Stiles, DMD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eric P. Baron, DO</td>
<td>Chengyuan Wu, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Varun Kshettry, MD</td>
<td>MaryAnn Mays, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MaryAnn Mays, MD</td>
<td>Pablo F. Recinos, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Payal P. Soni, MD</td>
<td>Payal P. Soni, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pranay Soni, MD</td>
<td>Aarushi Suneja, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hoag Hospital</td>
<td>Columbia Neurological Surgery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christopher Duma, MD, FACS</td>
<td>Raymond F. Sekula, Jr., MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark E. Linskey, MD, FAANS</td>
<td>Christopher J. Winfree, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert G. Louis, Jr., MD</td>
<td>Erik F. Sekula, Jr., MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ali Makki, DMD</td>
<td>Aarushi Suneja, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vivek Mehta, MD</td>
<td>Columbia Neurological Surgery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mayo Clinic Arizona</td>
<td>JFK/New Jersey Neuroscience Institute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bernard R. Bendok, MD, FACS</td>
<td>Joseph C. Landolfi, DO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chandan Krishna, MD</td>
<td>Mayfield Brain &amp; Spine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richard S. Zimmerman, MD, FAANS</td>
<td>Steven C. Bailey, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mayo Clinic Florida</td>
<td>Vincent A. DiNapoli, MD, PhD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William P. Cheshire, Jr., MD</td>
<td>Yair M. Gozal, MD, PhD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sanjeet S. Grewal, MD</td>
<td>George T. Mandibur, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ronald Reimer, MD</td>
<td>Ronald E. Warnick, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert E. Wharen, MD</td>
<td>Mayo Clinic Florida</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Merrick Health</td>
<td>Mayo Clinic Minnesota</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E. Thomas Cullom III, MD</td>
<td>John L.D. Atkinson, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James Robert House, MD</td>
<td>Maria Peris Celda, MD, PhD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adam I. Lewis, MD</td>
<td>Michael J. Link, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steven Zachow, MD</td>
<td>W. Richard Marsh, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northwell Health</td>
<td>Frederic B. Meyer, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amiri R. Dehdashti, MD, FACS</td>
<td>Bruce E. Pollock, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark B. Eisenberg, MD</td>
<td>Jamie J. Van Gompel, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert G. Kerr, MD, PhD</td>
<td>Mayo Clinic Arizona</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mitchell E. Levine, MD</td>
<td>Bernard R. Bendok, MD, FACS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael Shulder, MD</td>
<td>Chanan Krishna, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David B. Weintraub, MD</td>
<td>Richard S. Zimmerman, MD, FAANS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NSPC Brain &amp; Spine</td>
<td>Mayo Clinic Florida</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael Brisman, MD</td>
<td>William P. Cheshire, Jr., MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeffrey A. Brown, MD, FACS, FAANS</td>
<td>Sanjeet S. Grewal, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alan Mechanic, MD</td>
<td>Ronald Reimer, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raleigh Neurosurgical Clinic</td>
<td>Robert E. Wharen, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Takanori Fukushima, MD</td>
<td>Merrick Health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laith Khoury, MD</td>
<td>Mayo Clinic Minnesota</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russell R. Margraf, MD</td>
<td>Northwell Health</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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2021-2022 Signature Professional Members continued

Springfield Neurological and Spine Institute
H. Mark Crabtree, MD, FACS
Edwin J. Cunningham, MD, FACS
Ted A. Lennard, MD
J. Charles Mace, MD, FACS
Chad J. Morgan, MD
Salim Rahman, MD, FACS
Robert D. Strang, MD
Jeffrey L. Woodward, MD
Michael J. Workman, MD, FACS

South Sound Gamma Knife
Marc Goldman, MD
Ryan Halpin, MD
Anthony Harris, MD, PhD
Barbara Lazio, MD
Huong Pham, MD
Sheila Smitherman, MD
Herbert Wang, MD

Trigeminal Neuralgia Treatment Center of Virginia
K. Singh Sahni, MD, FACS

University of Virginia Gamma Knife Center
Jason P. Sheehan, MD, PhD
Zhiyuan Xu, MD

The Valley Hospital
William S. Cobb, MD, PhD
Anthony L. D’Ambrosio, MD
Chad M. DeYoung, MD
Thomas P. Kole, MD, PhD
Michael F. Wesson, MD

Weill Cornell Brain and Spine Center
Michael Kaplitt, MD
Jared Knopman, MD
Susan C. Pannullo, MD
Phillip E. Stieg, MD, PhD, FAANS

“...I can’t begin to tell you how happy I am to have this support. This is incredible and it gives me hope that I will be able to have a normal, or close to normal, life again. This is a wealth of information and has already lifted my spirits!”
— Maureen

2020-2021 Professional Members

Douglas E. Anderson, MD
Ali J. Appley, MD, FACS
Larry S. Arbeitan, DC
Gregory Arnone, MD
Ramesh P. Babu, MD
Samuel L. Barnett, MD
Chetan Bettegowda, MD, PhD
George K. Bovis, MD
Mark Bryniarski, MD
Ketan Bulsara, MD
Edward Chang, MD
James M. Chimenti, MD
Jonathan S. Citow, MD
Aaron Cohen-Gadol, MD
David Darrow, MD
Paul W. Detwiler, MD
Bradley A. Eli, DMD
Dario J. Englott, MD, PhD
Chikezie Eseonu, MD, FAANS
David Estin, MD
Melvin Field, MD
Tomas Garzon-Muvdi, MD
Michael L. Gelb, DDS, MS
Thomas W. Graham, MD
Andrew W. Grande, MD
Judy Huang, MD
Juan Hincapie-Castillo, PharmD, MS
Babak Jahromi, MD, PhD
Sheldon Jordan, MD, FAAN
Brian H. Kopell, MD
P. Jeffrey Lewis, MD
Mark E. Linskey, MD, FAANS
Jonathan H. Lustgarten, MD
Shamin Masrour, DO
Mark R. McLaughlin, MD
Sachi Mehrotra, DDS
Ali Mesiwala, MD
Matthew Mian, MD
Yaron A. Moshel, MD
Stephen Nalbach, MD
John Adair Prall, MD
Shervin Rahimpour, MD
Mark B. Renfro, MD
James C. Robinson, MD
Benjamin Rosenbaum, MD
Jason Rosenberg, MD
Joshua M. Rosenow, MD
Laligam N. Sekhar, MD, FACS
Francisco X. Soldevilla, MD
Eric Sussman, MD
Louis R. Vita, DDS
Azik Wolf, MD
DO YOU SUFFER FROM TRIGEMINAL NEURALGIA?

Biohaven Pharmaceuticals is conducting a clinical trial for a potential medicine to help treat TN. If you or a loved one suffer you may qualify.

Visit: TrigeminalNeuralgiaStudy.com or scan the QR code below for more info.
SPONSOR SPOTLIGHT

WORLD CLASS TRIGEMINAL NEURALGIA FACIAL PAIN PROGRAM

Dr. Michael Brisman, Dr. Jeffrey Brown and Dr. Alan Mechanic perform all of the different procedures for Trigeminal Neuralgia, and are leaders in the field of facial pain surgery.

Dr. Brisman has served as Chief of Neurosurgery at NYU Winthrop Hospital, Mineola, NY, and is Co-Medical Director of the Long Island Gamma Knife® Center at Mount Sinai South Nassau in Oceanside, NY.

Dr. Brown is the Facial Pain Association Medical Advisory Board National Chairman. He serves as the Neurosurgery Director of the NYU Langone Long Island CyberKnife® Program in Mineola, NY.

Dr. Mechanic served as Chief of Neurosurgery at Huntington Hospital, in Huntington, NY, from 1995 to 2014. He has served as Chairman of the Nassau Surgical Society Section of Neurosurgery.

SPONSOR SPOTLIGHT

Behind every patient is a story. Get back to telling yours.

Patient-centered trigeminal neuralgia care at Mayo Clinic helps you live life to the fullest.

At Mayo Clinic, we understand chronic facial pain can make it difficult to enjoy life in the ways you love. That’s why we’ve spent so much time developing a variety of treatment options to help reduce or eliminate your symptoms. Our experts will work with you to effectively manage trigeminal neuralgia with medications, injections, or surgery, tailoring a treatment plan individualized to you. Here, we have the research, tools and expertise to help you live life to the fullest.

© 2022 Mayo Clinic